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Synopsis
Â Advance praise for "Salsa!" from around the world..."Fun, pleasant, enjoyable and uplifting reading experience. This book gives me an immediate inspiration to join in the next salsa class and be proud of what I am and love doing - dancing! I am not a great dancer, but I have a great desire to be one, and this book helped me to believe that there is nothing to stop me becoming one!" "An inspiring, easy-to-read, adorable little book with a fine sense of humour and lots of knowledge, tips & advice... If I never danced salsa before, I would certainly start after reading your book!!!" "Great appraisal for Salsa! The book gives you an idea not only about dancing, the moves and the origins, it opens the door to essential understanding of hidden messages and interpretations of a dance as a living dialogue between two souls and bodies. If you want to learn how to 'read' people on a dance floor, what to expect from other dancers, and how to respond accordingly, this is a book for you! The beautiful way of putting moves into words that could never have been!" "Whether you are a total beginner, or a dancer with years of experience, or someone who has nothing to do with dancing - this book has something for everyone to read, enjoy and smile."
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Customer Reviews
I give it 5 stars because if I was a rank beginner it would be a great little book as a salsa 411...its obvious he knows his stuff.well written and I enjoyed it a lot..if you're in the salsa scene for a while already no need to spend the money.you know all that's written in there..good little book, mr allen

Wonderful funny written book. Each page gives you new experience, a hint and a big smile. The
most I loved about the book was the humor it was written with, practical advice about salsa and
dancing etiquette. Beautiful and easy reading.

This book is about the art and etiquette of dancing more than about any steps or footwork. I wish
any guy I ever dance with would have read this book.

Great!
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